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ABSTRACT 

In northeastem Alberta, continued expansion of the oil and gas industry and 

timber harvesting bas raiseci concerns that the resuiting environmental changes may 

negatively affect the woodland caribou (Rangr#ier ~~s population in this 

region. Caribou are an endangered species in Alberta, and populations in northeasteni 

Alberta appear to be stable or slightiy decreasing. Between 1993 and 1997,I studied 

two ways in which industrial development may potdal ly  affect caribou popdations 

by influencing their predator-prey relationship with wolves (Cmïs i p s ) ) .  (1) The 

spatial distribution of caribou in relation to alternative prey (cornmonly moose, AIces 

alces) has been hypothesized to afièct the level of wolf predation experienced by 

caribou populations. 1 found that selection of fenlbog complexes by caribou and 

selection of well-drained habitats by moose and wolves multed in spatial separation. 

The spatial separation of caribou and moose reduced predation pressure on cariboy 

but did not provide a total refùge from wolves. Timber harvesting is expected to 

change the distribution and abundance of moose and may result in increased predation 

rates on caribou even if increases in -se density do not occur within the f e a g  

complexes select ed b y caribou. (2) The development of linear corridors (seismic lines, 

etc) has been hypothesized to increase predation pressure on caribou. Of 98 radio- 

collared cariboy 35 were sigaificantly m e r  from comdors than were random points 

and 3 were significantly closer to comdors than were random points. Within caribou 

range, wolf locations were closer to linear comdors than were random points. Caribou 

monalities attributed to wolfpredation were closer to linear corridors than were live 

locations fiom al1 caribou, indicating that caribou that were close to linear wmdors 



were at higher risk of being killed by wolves. 1 found that in winter, the average speed 

of wolves traveling on c h d o r s  (1 4-1 was 2.8 times faster than the average 

speed of travel in the forest (O.Skm/hr). 1 believe increased industrial activity in and 

near caribou range could have a signifiant effect on caribou population dynarnics by 

increasing predation. In this thesis 1 discuss the management implications of these 

results and provide some recommendations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Throughout the last century, wildlife managers in Alberta have repeatdly 

commented on perceiveci declines in woodland caribou (Rangiyer tarCMdUs caribou) 

populations and the n e d  to provide them with protection to maintain their numbers 

and distribution (Anonymous 1 929, Anonymous 1934, Dwyer 1969, Bloomfield 1980, 

Edmonds 1986)- Licensed hunting of caribou was cIosed in Alberta in 1981 and in 

1 98 5 woodland caribou were listed as 'Endangered' under the Alberta WtidIiJe Act. 

(Recently the validity of the data and arguments used to show a provincial decline in 

caribou populations (Edmonds 1986) has been questioned (Bradshaw and Hebert 

1996). However, despite Bradshaw and Hebert's (1996) review of data, the general 

perception among provincial biologists remains that caribou have declined and 

continue to be threatened by increasing human activity in and near caribou range. 

Indeed, Bradshaw and Hebert (19%) acknowledge that regardless of the true 

historical changes in caribou populations, there is at present concem for caribou 

populations in the presence of increasing industriai development. 

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, substantial increases in forestry, oil, 

and natural gas allocations in and near caribou habitat raiseci concern among 

provincial wildlife managers. Without camplete howledge of the potential eEects of 

industrial activity in caribou range, wildlife and land use managers took a 

conservative approach and applied restrictions to industrial activity in areas occupied 

by caribou. Restrictions focused on the timing of industnal activity and minimizing 

access development in caribou range. Industry members with operations in caribou 

areas found these restrictions costly and onerous and by 1990, management conflicts 

arose over resource development and caribou conservation. in 1 99 1, Alberta Energy 

issued a Procedural Guide for Oil and Gas Activity on Caribou Range (Information 

Letter 9 1-1 7) which stated that 'Tetroleum and natural gas exploration and 

development activities cm occur on caribou range, provided the integrity of the 

habitat is maintaineci to support its use by caribou." The procedural guide also set out 
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a framework to establish regionai Standing Committees consisting of industxy and 

govemment representatives to foster amperation and develop am-specific mitigation 

plans. Regional Standing Committees were established in the northeast (1991), 

northwest (1 994), and West central (1992) areas of the province. 

ln northeastem Aiberta, the Northeast Region Standiig Cornmittee (NERSC) 

realized that better Wonnation was required before flexibility in land use restrictions 

wodd be possible (Rippin et al. 1996). NERSC established a Research SubcotllLnittee 

of government biologists, university d a n d  -dents, and in- representatives to 

begin finding the answers n d e d  to assess the effects of industrial development on 

caribou populations (Rïppin et al. 19%, Hamilton and Edey 1998). Initial studies used 

radio telernetry to determine the distribution and habitat use of caribou and the 

potential direct distwbance effects of industrial activity on caribou energetics 

(Bradshaw 1994, Bradshaw et al. 1995, Bradshaw et al. 1997, 1998). mer several 

consecutive years of data collection, researchers found the population to be stable or 

slightly dectining and identified wolf(Canis lupus) predation as the most common 

cause of adult mortality (Stuart-Smith et al. 1997). Membcrs of the research 

subcomminee became increasingly interested in the p o t d  indirect &écts of 

industrial development on caribou through changes in their prey-predator relationship 

with wolves. Industrial development could inan caribou-predaîor interactions by 

altenng the spatial relationship among caribou, wolves, and alternate p n y  a d o r  by 

affecting caribou and wolf movements through the creation of linear corridors. 

1 joined the NERSC research subcommittee in 1993 and conducted fieldwork 

in northeastern Alberta between 1994 and 1997 to test these two hypottheses. In 

Chrrgter 2,1 describe the role we believe spatial separation piays in influencing the 

predation pressure experienced by caribou populations and its relevana to industrial 

activity. In Chpter 3,1 describe the distribution of caribou and wolves in relation to 

linear wmdors and in C h i e r  4,1 examine wolfbehaviour and s p d  on linear 

corridors. In Ckpter 5,1 discuss the conclusions of this research that both spatial 

separation and l i n w  corndors play an important role in infhencing the level of 
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predation experienced b y caribou populations in northeastem Alberta, the 

management implications of our findings, and some suggestions for fiture work 
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Chapter 2 

Spatial Separation of Caribou from Moose and its Relation 
to Predation by ~ o l v e s '  

INTRODUCTlON 

The North American range of woodland caribou (hngi$ier h m m h s  

has undergone gradual but significant reduction since Euopean settlement (Bergemd 

and Elliot 1986, Edmonds 199 1, but see Bradshaw and Heber& 2995). A major cause 

of this decline in western Canada may be predation by wolves (Bergerud 1974, 1985, 

Bergemd and Elliot 1986, Fuller and Keith 1980,198 1, Gauthier and Theberge 1986, 

Seip 1992). In Alberta, woodland caribou are cw~ently identified as 'Threatened7 in 

the regulations of the Alberta Wildlife Act. In northeastern Alberta, continued 

expansion of the oil and gas industry, and new interest in trernbling aspen (PopuItls 

h.emloi&s) as a source of fibre for the production of pulp, has raised concenu that 

the resulting environmental changes may negatively affect the caribou population in 

this region, 

Industrial development may directly impact caribou through disturbance 

(Bradshaw et al. 1997, Bradshaw et al. 1998) or habitat alteraiion. However, the 

indirect effects of industrial development on &bu-predator relationships may be 

equally important to caribou population dynamics (Bergenid 1974). Industrial 

development may affect caribou-predator interactions by altering the spatial 

relationship among caribou, walves (Cmis laps) ,  and altemate prey. 

Spatial separaîion fiom alternative prey (cornmonly moose, Akes alces) has 

b e n  hypothesized as an anti-predator strategy of caribou. It has been argued that 

caribou populations decline in areas whae the biomass of moose ailows wolf numbers 

to increase to (or be maintaineci at) high levels (Bergenid 1974, 1985, Bergerud et al. 

' This duper wifi bc aibmiüed for @kation with tbe f0IIowing auîbnhip Adam R C. laiq Sm 
Boutin, Daryll M. Hcbcri, and A Bhir Rippin 
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1984, Bergenid and Elliot 1986, Bergerud and Page 1987, Fuller and Keith 198 1, Seip 

1 99 1). The exclusion of caribou nom these areas is 1 ikely an exampie of predator- 

mediated apparent competition (Holt 1977). Apparent competition arises when a 

predator has a positive numeric response to each prey type in its diet. An increase in 

the density of one prey results in increased predator densiîy and, hence, causes higher 

predation on other prey. if one prey is suficiently productive, the predator rnay be 

maintained at levels high enough to exclude the 0th- prey fiom the system (Holt 

1984). Moose have a high capacity to increase relative to &bu, and wolves are 

capable of strong numeric response (Fuller 1989, Messier W), therefore, caribou 

are expected to be excluded in these systems. The exclusion of prey species by a 

predator has been demonstrated in field studies of many different communities (e-g., 

Bergerud 1967,1983, Macan 1977, review in Jeffiies and Lawton 1984). 

The spatial distribution and movements of predators and prey may however 

result in encounter rates for prey species that are not dùectly proportional to their 

densities (Skogland 199 1, Huggard 1993), and variation in the spatial and temporal 

overlap of predators and their prey may play a major role in deterrnining which prey 

are eaten (Hassel1 and Southwood 1978, Schluter 198 1, Williamson and Stoeckel 

1990, Williamson 1993). Therefore, the spaîiai separaîion of two prey types that share 

a common predattor, under certain wnditions of predator mobility, may lead to a 

refuge for prey species with high sensitivity to predation (Hanski 198 1, Holt 1984, 

Comins and Hassel1 1987, Holt and Kotler 1987). Examples of spatial patchiness 

leading to the coexistence of prey that share a common predator can be found in m n y  

communities (e-g., Gilbert 1984, Kotler 1984, Lawton 1986). 

Much of the evidence for the importance of spatial separation of caribou fiom 

moose cornes nom mountainous areas of British Columbia where moose populations 

have recently expandeci northward to the detriment of caribou herds (Seip 1992). In 

t his system caribou avoid valley bottoms now inhabiteci by moose, but suffer higher 

mortality in areas where elevational migrations bring moose and caribou into close 

proximity. Howwer, in northem Alberta, caribou, moose, and wolves have coexistecl 
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for centuries, and in most areas there is little or no topographie relief It was not 

known if caribou mortality rates due to predation were influenced by spatial 

separation fiom mwse in this region. 

Under standing the role of spatial separation in caribou-mm se-wolf dynamics 

is important for determinhg the potential effects of industrial development on 

threatened caribou populations. Moose are adaptai to early successional stages after 

forest fires, and the p a t e r  quantity and quality of regenerating browse in rezentiy 

bumed areas ofien allow mwse densities to increw (Peck 1974, Gasaway a ai. 

1989). W e  predict that moose densities wiU also inaease in anas regenerating &a 

aspen timber harvest; however, we know little about how this rnight affect caribou in 

the b o r d  mixed-woods of northern Alberta- Caribou numbers in no~heastern Alberta 

appear to be stable or slightly decreasing (Fuller and Keith, 198 1, Stuart-Smith et al. 

1997). therefore, small changes in predation pressure may have signincant 

consequences to the long-term viability of the population. 

Telemetry locations of radio-collared caribou in northeastem Alberta over the 

Iast 5 years indicate that m i u  show strong prefaemx for f e n h g  complexes and 

avoid well-drained areas (Stuart-Smith a al., 1997). In this papeq we do not enempt 

to detennine the ultimate cause of caribou habitat selection, but rather we assess the 

importance of the proximate Hects of spatial separation on p d o n  m e s  

experienced by caribou. Our hypothesis is that caribou in mrtheastem Alberta 

experience lower predation rates because they occupy large fedbog complexes that 

provide spatial refûges from moose aod wolves (Spatial Separation Hypothesis). To 

assess this hypothesis we tested the following three predictions: 

Predktion 1. Diferentiul lirrbztot icsc by carrcarrbou, wofwes. and moose: - If 
occupying fen/bog complexes spatially separates catibu, we should be able to detect 

a significant difference in the use of fedbog and well-drained habitats between moose 

and caribou and between wolves and caribou. Fen/bog and welldrained habitats are 
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highly separated in northeastern Alberta; therefore, habitat separation implies spatial 

separation. 

Prerii'ction 2. Wo ffprectation pressure is higher in near piches selected 

by moose: - The Spatial Separation Hypothesis implies that wolves concentrate their 

hunting activity in areas with high moose densities. iherefore, we predict predation 

pressure will be higher in and near habitat patches selected by moose. Iffenhog 

complexes are effective refiiges, then by definition predation pressure should be lower 

in these areas- 

Prediction 3. DiJpropwtomte p r e e o n  by wolvesr - If spatial separation 

fiom alternative prey results in a lower predattion rate on caribou, then the relative 

fiequency of caribou in the diet should be lower than the relative fiequency of caribou 

in the environment (or predation has not been reduced). 

This project was conducteci as part of a long-term study of caribou in 

northeastern Alberta, ongoing since 199ï (see Bradshaw 1994, Bradshaw et al. 1995, 

Bradshaw et al- 1997, 1998, Stuart-Smith et al. 1997, James and Stuart-Smith, in 

preparation, James and Boutin, in preparation). 

STUDY AREA 

This study was conducteci in northeastern Alberta, Canada (56" N, 1 12O W), 

encompassing approximately 20,000 km2 of bord  mired-wood and peatland 

vegetation (Fig. 2.1). Wetiands were dominated by black spruce (Picea rnurim) or 

black spruce-tamarack (LarUr fdcim) fens and bogs. Well-drained sites dong river 

valleys and in upland anas were dominated by aspen (Popufus nemufoides), white 

spruce (Picea glhica), and jack pine (Pinus bunksiam). See Bradshaw a al. (1995) 

for a detaiied description of vegetation in the study area. Habitat within the study area 

was classified as either fen/bog or well-drained habitat based on wetland and upland 

categones in digital Baseline Thematic Maps of the region. F e n h g  (approx. 78% of 

study area) and well-drained habitats (approx. 22% of study area) are highly separated 
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in the region (Fig. 2.2). Caribou, moose, white-tailed deer (OcirOCoiflous viigihi~s)).  

and mule deer (Odocoileus kwziomrs) were the main ungulate prey available to 

wolves. Black bears (Ursus mnericantls) and Lynx (Lym uuxackll~~3) were also 

present in the study area 

METHODS 

Habitat use o f  caribou, woives, and moosc 

As part of a long-term study, 117 adult caribou wae fitted with VHF radio- 

collars with mortality switches between 1991 and 1997 (Stuart-Smith a al. 1997). We 
attempted to capture animals throughout the study a r q  preferdally selecting 

females over maies to obtain information on reproduction and calf d v a l .  One 

hundred and nine of these collm were active during this study (i993-1997). Between 

1994 and 1997, we placed VHF collars on 20 wolves in 7 packs (Bourgoin, Upper, 

Joli, Iron, Grand, Crookeû, and Horsetail) and on 3 loners. To ensure our sample was 

not biased, we actively attempted to wUar wolves within fedbog complexes by 

establishing three bait stations in this habitat type (see Fig. 2.7). We dso obtained 

location information fiom 37 fernale moose coilareci as part of a concurrent study 

conducted by T. Osko (University of Alberta, Edmonton) to evaiuate the e&cts of 

timber harvesting on moose abundance and distribution. 

We located radio-collared individuals of aü three species approximately every 

2 weeks by aerial telemetry and rewrded the latitude and longitude of each location 

with a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit. GPS l d o n s  were not differentially 

comected. In addition to regular telemetry locaîions, we located wolves twice a day (to 

locate predation sites) and d b o u  and moose every 3 days for 15 days during winta 

in 1995, 1996, and 1997 and during the calving x a ~ o n  of 1995. We dso collected 

three additional sets of locations for each of the three species during calving season in 

1996 and 1997 and additional wolf locations were obtained to confirm den site 

locations for newly collared packs. We classified ail locations into three seiuonr: 

Winter (November - Febmary) Spring (March - June) and Fa11 (July - Octoba). We 
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entered caribou (n = 3,382), wolf (n = 710) and mmse (n = 1754) locations into a 

Geographical Information System (GIS). 

Cbribm: - We used the GIS to determine the habitat type ( f e h g  or well 

drained) that each caribou location fell within. We determineci the proportion of 

locations in fen/bog and well-drained habitat for each collared individual by season- 

We used these proporbons to calculate the mean proportion of each habitat used by 

caribou in each season. To compare habitat use to availability, we calculated Ivlev's 

electivity index (Krebs 1989) using the proportion of fenhg  and well-dnined habitat 

within the minimum convex polygon around al1 caribou locations and the mean 

proportion of each habitat used by caribou in each season. 

Wolves: - We used the GIS to detennine the minimum convex polygon 

around ail wolf locations and then calculated the proportion of locations in the two 

habitat types for each collared wolf: the mean of al1 collard wolvesy and electivity for 

wolves by season as above. W e  a h  used individual wolf locations to mate a data set 

of "pack locations." In the pack location data set, when >2 coiiared individuals in the 

same pack were located togaher (i.e., when a diaaence in location was not 

distinguishable fkom aerial telemetry), we considend this to be one location 

However, when individuals fkom the same pack were located apart, we used each 

location. This made a data set of 592 locations. The proportion of locations in each 

habitat type was calculated for each pack and the mean proportion and electivity were 

calculated for the pack data set by season as above. Using wolf location data for packs 

as a whole removes any bias innoducecl by having dfierent numbers of collareci 

wolves between packs. Comparing individual locations to pack locations also provida 

information on the fkquency of individual versus group forays in the two habitat 

types. 

Moose: - In addition to telemetry locations, we completed aerial grid surveys 

of the moose mdy ma in March 1995 and 1997 to provide additional information on 

moose distribution. Transects were flown east-west at 1 minute of latitude intervals 
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and the locations of al1 animals seen on or between flight lines were recorded. The 

grid surveys indicated that the distribution of collareci moose was not representative of 

the tme distibution of moose in the study area The surveys indicated there were 

relatively more moose in the well-drained areas than were represented by collared 

individuals. Moose were captured with a net-gun fired fiom a helicopter, which 

requires sufficient openings in the forest canopy to maneuver and shoot the net. 

Capturing animals is much easier in the open wetlands than in the densely forested 

river valley. Therefore, although unintentional, we believe moose were not capturd at 

random. Caribou and wolves w m  alsa apwed with a na gun fired fkom a 

helicopter, however, f i e r  6 years of studying caribou in the area, we have no 

information to suggest A b o u  collaring was biased. We also believe we had at least 

one collar in every wolf pack within the polygon anwid woff locations. 

We determineû the proportion of moose telemetry locations in fedbog and 

well-drained habitat types for each individual by season. To correct for the collaring 

bias, we categorired each collared moose as Upland or Wetland based oa its winter 

locations. We randomly sarnpled a total of 37 moose ikom the Upland and Wetland 

categories in proportion to the number of Upland and Wetland moose observed on the 

winter grid surveys. This procedure was repeated lûûû timeq and the resdting data 

was used to determine the mean proportion of each habitat used by moose and the 

electivity for each season This is a coll~ervative approach because the grid survey 

data is also biased towards fen/bogs due to easier sightability in that habitat; therefore, 

we were more likely to find no support for the prediction 

Wolf preâation higher in and uear patcha sdcctcd by moose 

While locating radio-coilard wolves by teiemetry during winter, we found 76 

predation sites where wolves had killed an ungulate (18 moose, 20 deer, and 38 

unknown) and recorded their location with a GPS. Kills were distinguished fiom 

scavenging by the presence of blood spread around kill sites. No identifiable caribou 

kill sites were found whik locating radio-coliared wolves. Wolf predation site 

locations were entered into the GIS. We wmpared the proportion of predation sites 
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found in fenhog and well-drained habitats to the proportion of those habitat types in 

the minimum convex polygon around wolf locations using Ivlev's electivity index. 

We used data fkom aerial caribou calf surveys conducted by helicopter in 

March 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997 to assess whether caribou that use areas near the 

edges of fedbogs have a higher probability of losing their caives than do those locaîed 

fûrther fiom moose habitat. We used the GIS to detemine the distance to well-drained 

habitat of groups with and without d v e s  and c o m p a d  these distances using a 

Generd Linear Mode1 (GLM) with year as a random factor. W e  also used the GIS to 

determine the mean distances to well-drained habitat for al1 locations for each female 

caribou by season and by year. We then identifid caribou as king in a group with 

calves or in a group without calves during the calf survey for each year. We compared 

the mean distance to well-drained habitat between the With Calf and Without Calf 

categories by season for the 12 months preceâing each calf suwey using a GLM. We 

included season as a fixed fàctor and year as a random factor in the GLM. in this 

analysis individual caribou cows could not be classified as being with or without a 

caif Rather, ail cows in a group with at least one caifwere included in the With Calf 

category because the caif wuld have belonged to any of them The error introduced by 

doing this rnakes the andysis less likely to show support for the prediction because 

cows without calves are being included in the Wi Calf categ~ry~ reducing the ability 

to detect differences between the With Calf and Without Calf categories. These 

analyses of caif survival are both based on the assumption that ail female caribou are 

equally likely to get pregnant and produce a calf regardless of location. We have no 

reason to believe this assumption is fiilse. The adult female pregnancy rate in 1994 

was 86% (Stuart Smith et al. 1997). 

Disproportionatt predrtion by wolves 

To assess the proportion of caribou and moose in the diet of wolves we 

collected 969 wolf scats fiom the study area between 1994 and 1996. Scats were 

collected along seismic lines and roads, at den and rendezvous sites, and when found 

opportunisticalIy, as describeci by Kennedy and Carbyn (19% 1). The scats were 
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andysed by T. Packer (Alberta Natural Resources Service forensic lab, Edmonton) to 

identiQ hair and other contents of the scats. Ungulate hairs were identified as caribou, 

moose or deer (white-tailed and mule deer were not differentiated) where possible. 

Some hairs, particularly fiagrnents, could not be positively identified and were 

classified as Unknown Ungulate. Mer hairs were identified as Deer/Moose, having 

feaiures of these species such as colour or banding that rule out caribou, but that were 

not distinctive enough to confirm which of the three species (moose, white-tailed deer 

or mule deer) they came fiom. Non-deer family hair was either classified as Non- 

Ungulate or identifid to species. 

To be conservative @y reducing the Orelihood of finding suppon for the 

prediction), we compared the proportion of caribou and mwse in the diet using only 

the data fiom hairs identined to species. We wd Weaver 's (1 993) equation for the 

relationship between the body m a s  (kg) of pny (X) and the mcw (kg) of prey per scat 

(Y): Y = 0.439 + 0.00&\, to adjust the proportion s a n  in scats to a proportion of 

individuals. We assumed a mean mass of 1 1 5kg for caribou and 425kg for moose . 

These are a low estimate for caribou and a high estimate for mwse. The use of these 

values in our calculations bisses the analysis toward finding no support for the 

prediction because the larger the difference in assumed mass, the larger the proportion 

of caribou in the dia will appear. W e  determineci the upper and Iowa 959'0 confidence 

limits for the proportion of caribou in the diet based on the binomial distribution and 

sample size (Sokd and Rohlc 1987 p.333). 

We used two appmaches to determine if caribou were king eaten in 

propodon to their availability in the environment. We first compared the proportion 

of caribou in the diet to the proportion of caribou in the environment based on dmsity 

estimates of caribou and moose tiom stratified random block surveys. Stuart-Smith et 

ai. (1997) reported a winter (1993/1994) density estimate of 7.7 (SD = 5.5) 

caribou/100krn2 in the study area and winîer (1993/1994) density estimates of moox 

in the four Wildlife Management Units thaî overlap the study area were 10, 1 1,21 and 

28 moose/100km2 (Alberta Natuml Resources S e m a  unpublished data from WMUs 
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5 19, 5 18,5 12, and 5 16 respectively). To be conservative we used the highest moose 

density of 28 moose/100km2 in our analyses. Because of the large unoertainty 

associated with the density estimate for caribou, our second approach was to assess 

the probability of disproportionate predation without using the caribou density 

estimate. We did this by asking "If caribou were eaten in proportion to their 

availability in the environment, then what would their density be, based on the 

proportions of caribou and moose in the scats and the density of moose?" We 

estimated the density of caribou (C) with the equation C = pAp,,,(w. whae p, and pm 

are the proportions of caribou and moose in the diet respectively and M i s  the dwsity 

of moose. We then multiplied C by the area of the study site and compared the 

resulting estimate of caribou numbers to the minimum number of caribou known to be 

in the study area during March calf surveys to test the assumption that caribou were 

eaten in proportion to their availability. 

RESULTS 

Habitat use of caribou, woivu and mwse 

The proportion of caribou locations within well-drained habitat was low for ail 

seasons with the highest proportion among these o«wriag in Fa11 (Fig. 2.3). A high 

proportion of wolf locations was within well-drained habitat in al1 seasons, with the 

lowea level occurring in Fall. The propodon of locations in well-draineci habitat was 

higher for pack locations than for individual wolf locations in al1 seasons. Moose 

showed the lowest use of well-drained habitat in Spring. Wolves and moose had a 

higher proportion of locations in wellafained habitat than did caribou during aii 

seasons. 

Based on habitat availability within the minimum convex polygons around 

caribou, wolf, and moose telemetry locations (Fig. 2.4). caribou selected against well- 

drained habitat while moose and wolves selected for it (Fig. 2.5) during d l  seasons. 

Caribou and mmse both showed the lowest use ofwellarained habitat in Spring. 

Caribou showed strong selection for Merent habitat fiom maose and wolves; habitat 

types were highly separated in the environment; therefore, caribou must have beui 
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spatially separateci fkom moose and wolves. The spatial sepration of caribou and 

wolves was evident fiom the distribution of telemetry locations (Fig. 2.6). 

Habitat use was similar among wolf packs. None of the wolf packs within the 

study area had territories that were pradominantly in fenlbog habitat (Fig. 2.7). Rather, 

pack territones taded to be centreci on the Athabasca Riva vaüey or in the Pelican 

Hills in the southwest portion of the study a m  Many of the minimum convex 

polygons around pack locations include a considerable propotion of fm/bog habitat; 

however, al1 packs had a majorhy of locations ia welf-droined habitat. Ody one wolf 

was captureci at a bait station within fenlbog habitai. This wolf was a rnember of the 

Joli pack, which had the highesi proportion of locations in fenlbog habitat. ï he  Joli 

pack appeared to be a srnail, unstable pack with a poorly established tenitory between 

the Bourgoin and Upper packs along the Athabasca River, and as suc4 may have been 

squeezed into the fenlbog complexes on cither side of the river. Maoy of the telemetry 

locations within fenhog habitat fiom other packs were d a t e d  with major creeks 

draining into the Athabasca River. 

Wolf predrtion bigbtr in and ncrir patcbes sdected by moost 

Of the 76 predation sites found during telemetry locations of wolves, 57 (75%) 

were found in well-draineci habitai, Based on the habitat available within the 

minimum convex polygon around wolf locations, predation sites had an electivity 

index for well-drained habitat of 0.57. None of the predation sites found while 

locating wolves were identified as a caribou. 

The locations of caribou p u p s  with calves obserwd during the March calf 

surveys were on average 439 m further fiom well-drained habitat than were groups 

without calves, although this difference was not quite siuficant (Fi,ia = 5.13. P = 

0.097). Telemetry locations of &bou that were found in groups with calves during 

the March caif surveys were also hrther = 7 1.29, P = 0.00 1) fiom well-drained 

habitat than w m  locations of caribou in groups w i h t  calva throughout the 
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previous 12 months (Fig. 2.8). There was no effect of season or year on the distance of 

caribou locations fiom well-drained habitat. 

Disproportioarte predation by woîves 

Caribou formed only a small proportion of the wolves' diet based on scat 

analysis (Table 2- 1). Moose was the most cammon item in the scats. 

Table 2.1. Contents of 969 wolf scats wllected in northeastem Alberta 
between 1994 and 19%. 

Contents Number of Items % 
Moose 415 42.8 
Caribou 3 0.3 
Deer 61 6.3 
Moose/Deer 140 14.4 
Unknown Ungulate 126 13.0 
Beaver 95 9.8 
Other Non-Ungulate 74 7.6 
Plant Matter 55 5.7 

Correcting the occurrence of caribou and moose in scats to reflect individuals 

consumed provides a ratio of 0.03 54 [3(0.439 + 0.008 1 1 SY11 S] caribou to 3.7475 

[415(0.439 + 0.008 * 425)/425] maose, or 0.94% caribou. The upper 95% confidence 

Iimit is 2.48% caribou, or 0.0254 caribou per moose. The density estimates for caribou 

(7.7/100km2) and moose (28/100bn2) pmvide a caribou to moose ratio of 0.275: 1, or 

2 1.6% caribou. 

Working in the other direction and assuming caribou are eaten in proportion to 

their availability in the environment, caribou density was cstimated to be 0.7/10010n2 

(28 rnoose/100km2 0.0254 caribou per moose). Multiplying by the area of the study 

site (20,000km') provides a population estimate of 143 caribou. Minimum population 

estimates tiom calf w e y s  in 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997 were 190, 195,354, and 

273 respectively. 
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DISCUSSION 

Our data support al1 three predictions of the Spatial Separation Hypothesis. 

Caribou and moose selected different habitat types while wolves and moose selected 

the same habitat type. This resulted in a spatial sepration between caribou and 

wolves. Wolf predation pressure was higher in well-drained areas, and the probability 

of caribou calf survival appeared to be influenceci by the distance of cows to well- 

drained habitat. Lower use of we~-draîned habitat by moor during spring may reflect 

dispersion into low predation risk areas by calving fernales. Caribou also showed the 

lowest use of well-drained habitat d u h g  spring, a time when wolves are more 

restricted in their movements to the area around their den sites. Deer were aiso found 

in the sîudy area and wmprised a portion of the wolves' diet. We believe deer in the 

study area were more closely associated with upland habitat than were moose based 

on incidental observations of deer during the study. Deer provided additional alternate 

prey in well-drained habitat and likely increased the atnachveness of well-drained 

sites as foraging areas for wolves. 

The difference between habitat use determineci by wolf pack locations and 

habitat use determineci by individual woif locations indicated that callami wolves in 

the same pack traveled together slightly more often in fenlbog complexes than in well- 

drained habitat. This difference rnay have given wolves a higher probability of killing 

prey on encounter in fen/bogs, or may reduce the area searcheci. Comparing the 

eIectivity of wolf predation sites and individual wolf locations, there were more kills 

made per unit time in weI1-drained habitat than in fen/bog complexes. However, 

cornparhg the electivity of predation sites to pack locations suggests that an e q d  

number of kiils were made per unit thne in tach habitat. Given the lower density of 

prey in fenhog complexes, packs must have had higher success rate per enwunter in 

this habitat. 

We used consemative assumptions in our estimate of the proportion of caribou 

in the diet to bias the d y s i s  tuward finding no selection, and we still found thaî 

caribou were not eaten in proportion to their availability. The ratio of caribou to 
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moose in the environment based on density estimates was an order of magnitude 

greater than the ratio of caribou to moose in the wolves' diet. We h e w  that 

considerably more caribou were present in the study area than was estimated with the 

assumption of proportionate predation. Although there is error involved in both of 

these calculations, we believe the magnitude of the difference and the consistent 

results were strong evidence that caribou were not killed in propoxtion to their 

availability in the study area. 

Our results were consistent with studies of caribou-moose-wolf interactions in 

British Columbia (Bergerud et al. 1984, Seip 1992) and Ontario (Cumming et al. 

1996)' and with caribou avoidance of fenhipland boundaries previously reported tiom 

northeastem Alberta (Stuart-Smith et al. 1997). Stuart-Smith et al. (1997) did not 

however detect higher predation pressure near fenhpland boundaries based on the 

mortdity locations of coilared caribou. Nor did they detect a ciifference in calf 

survival between two areas with different landscape patterns of fedbog and well- 

draineci habitats. This suggests that fea/bog complexes in both areas were sufficiently 

large to provide a spatial refuge for caribou. Our data suggest that within these areas, 

caribou near well-drained habitai are more Likely to lose their calves than individuals 

that r& more distant fiom well-drained habitat. 

These results support the theoretical predictions that multiple prey species may 

persist under predator-mediated apparemt cornpetition when prey species occupy 

different habitat patches (Holt 1984). In this instance, predator aggregation in patches 

with high prey density results in a rehge for prey in lower density patches. However, 

Holt and Kotler (1987) demonstrate that the theoretical outcome of shared predation 

between two species of prey is dependent not only on the spatial distribution of prey 

types, but dso on the foraging behaviour of the predator. If predators forage optimally 

among patches, spatially sepantted prey should experience apparent mutualism 

(increases in one prey type result in increases of  the 0 t h  prey type). Or, if predators 

use patches independently of prey availability and are not lirnited by prey density, 

altemate prey may aJso experience apparent mutualism because the consumption of 
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individuals of one prey species reduces the time available to predators to prey on the 

other species (Holt 1977, Holt and Kotla 1987). Under either of these conditions one 

may expect increased mmse densities to result in increased caribou densities. 

However, if predators are limited by prey density (Le. respond numencally to 

increases in prey density) and there is aay predator 'spillova' between patches, then a 

predator population supporied by productive prey in one patch, can exploit prey in 

another patch to the point of exîinction (Hoh 1984). 

The spatial separation of cariiu and moose reduced predation pressure on 

caribou, but did not provide a total reftge fiom wolves. Caribou were not an 

imponant component of wolves' diet, however wolf predation was the main 

proximate limiting &or for caribou in northeastem Alberta (Stuart-Smith a al. 

1 997). Although prey densities were apparentl y in&cient to allow wolves to 

permanently occupy fen/bog wmplexes, forays fiom well-drained habitat nÛt have 

been sufficient to allow some predation on caribou to ocair (based on the large 

proponion of caribou mortalities attributed to predation by Stuart-Smith a al. 1997). 

Therefore, increases in moose density do not need to occur within fenlbog habitat to 

resul in higher predation pressure on caribou through apparent cornpetition 

Our study was not designecl to detennine the ultimate rrasons why caribou, 

moose, and wolves show selection for the habitats they do. For example, caribou may 

have been avoiding moose, or simply avoiding wolveq or they rnay have ocaipied 

fedbogs because they prefer to forage on the lichens found in these areas. However, 

regardless of why caribou in northeastem Alberta selected fenlbog habitat, this 

selection reduccd the level of predation they experienced. It is this proxhnate result of 

habitat use on the level of predation experienced by caribou populations that is of 

primary wncern for thei  consavation 

We believe timber harvesting close to fen/ùog amplexes occupied by caribou 

may considerably inaease the predation pressure on caribou. In such a scenario (Fig. 

2.9), we expect the regenerating browse immediately f i e r  timber harvesting to cause 
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an initial decrease in predation pressure on caribou as existing mwse concentrate in 

the new high forage areas (Gasaway et al. 1989, Peek 1974). ïhen, as moose respond 

numericalIy to the new browse (Franzrnann and Schwartz 1 SM), they should fi11 in 

previously occupied habitat and return to their original density in fedbog complexes, 

while maintaining elevated densities in the logged area Elevated rnoose densities may 

persist for several decades (Bangs et al. 1985, Kelsall et al. 1977, Schwartz and 

Franzmann 1989) and may peak at densities many times the original level (Peek 

1974,). These elevated moose densities will cause a numeric response in wolves 

(Messier 1994). Wolves are acpe*ed to iacrease in at least a linea. fhshion with 

respect to moose density (Marshal 1997) and may show a sharp increase at low m w s e  

densities (Messier 1994). Elevated wolfdensities should increase the incidental 

predation on caribou. If wolf behavior does not change, the increase in predation 

pressure would be duectly proportional to the numeric inaease in wolves. However, 

wolves are predicted to spend more time in the new high moose demsity m s  

resulting in a lower increase in predation pressure for caribou than expected by the 

numeric response alone. Mer a time, regenerating trees d l  o u t p w  the reach of 

moose and moose numbas are expected to decline. However, there will likely be a 

time lag in the wolf population response, and the abundant wolves may tum 

propodonately more towards altemate prey in che face of declining moose densities. 

It is at this point, 20 to 40 years aAer harvesting, that caribou populations rnay 

experience the greatest increase in wolf predation rates. Caribou in northeastern 

Alberta appear to be stable or slightly decreasing (Fuller and Keith, 198 1; Stuart- 

Smith et al. 1997), so even small changes in predation pressure m y  have significant 

consequences to the long-term viability of local populations. 

It is unknown whether increasing moose populations in areas d e r  Iogging will 

"spill ove?' into f&g habitats. ifthe density of moose within fenlbog complexes 

increased enough to produce a total prey density sufficient to support resident wolves, 

caribou would then presumably be consumed in proportion to theu availability. In this 

study, caribou were mnsumed in approximately one tenth of their availability relative 

to moose. Therefore in this scenario, one wuld expect an orda  of magnitude increase 
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in predation rates on caribou. Even if high moose and wolf densities on1 y lasted for a 

short tirne, this level of predation may cause the extirpation of  caribou fiom a fen/bog 

cornplex. Low movement rates between f e d g  complexes (Stuart-Smith et al. 1997) 

suggests that recolonization of previously occupied patches would be rare. 

Historically, c ~ b o u  in northeastem Alberta must have SuNiveci localized 

increases in moose densities afker wildfïres. However, murent conditions may not 

provide caribou with the options they once M. It is possible that fedbog complexes 

previously provideci a more complete d b g e  for caribou, and that rccanly the many 

new linear corridors created during oil and gas exploration, proûuction and 

distribution have eroded the effectiveness of these refiges. Wolves in northeastern 

Alberta use linear corridors more than mpected by chance, while caribou avoid them 

(Chaptet 3) and linear wmdors may allow wolves to travel more quickly and fiirther 

into caribou range (Chapter 4). Oii and gas, hawy oii, and peat extradon acilities 

may also reduce the options available to caribou for movements within patches. In 

addition, timber harvesting may result in a more widcspread increase in moose than 

wildfires because of the disperseci nature of cumnt two-pass harvesting designs. The 

juxtaposition of forage a d  cover in loggd areas, a characteristic o f h  cited as 

important for creaîing good moose habitat (reviewed by Thornpson and Stewart 

1997), may be higher than occuc~ed following large fires. Therefore, cani'bou may be 

less able to endure increases in moose and wolf populations in the existing landscape 

in northeastern Alberta. 
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Figure 2.1 : Location of saidy area, laices, and major rivers in northeastem 
Alberta, Canada, 1993-97. 
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Figure 2.2: Fedbog and welldrained habitat types in northeastern Alberta, 
1993-97. 
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Figure 2.3: Proportion of caribou, wolf. wolf pack and moose telemetry 
locations in well-drained habitat in north-ern Alberta, 1993- 
97. Error bars are SE. 
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Figure 2.4: Minimum convex polygons around caribou, wolt and moose 
telemetry locations in northeastem Alberta, 1993-97. 
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Figure 2 5 :  Ivlev's electivity index for weii-drained habitat nom caribou, wolf 
and moose telewtry Iocatioas in northeastem Albata, 1993-97. 
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Figure 2.6: Telemeâry locations of caribou and wolves in northeastern 
Alberta, 1993-97 
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Figure 2.7: Location of wolf pack territories, wolf telemetry locations, and 
initial collaring boit stations in northeastem Alberta, 1994- 1997. 
Pack names are (1) Grande, (2) Bourgoin, (3) Joli (4) Upper, ( 5 )  
bon, (6) Crooked, and (7) Horsetail. 
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Figure 2.8: Mean distance of caribou locations (fiom the preceding 12 
months) to well-drained habitat for individds found in groups 
with and without calves during March calf surveys conducteci in 
northeastern Alberta, 1994- 1997. Error bers are S.E. 
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Figure 2.9: Redicted changes in predation pressure experienced by caribou 
popdations in northeastern Alberta following timber harvesthg. 



Chapter 3 

The Distribution of Caribou and Wolves in Relation to 
Linear corridors2 

INTRODUCTION 

Linear comdors such as roads, seismic lines, power lines, and pipeline right- 

of-ways are a common component of industrial operations in forested areas. There is 

considerable evidence that these conidors cm affect the distribution, movements, and 

population dynamics of many wildlife species (see Jalkotzy a al. 1997 for an 

extensive literatwe review). 

Woodiand caribou (hngryer mradts amibu) populations in Alberta have 

declined over the last century (Edmonds 1988, but see Bradshaw and Hebert 19%) 

and are currently identified as 'Threatened' in the regdations of the Alberta Wildlife 

Act. hcreasing industrial development by the petroleum and forest industries in 

northeastem Alberta has r a i d  concem about the potential effms of linear comdor 

development on woodland caribou populations. Human harvesi or predation by 

wolves (Canis fuptrs) is ofien cited as the main cause of caribou rnortaiity (Bergmd 

1974, 1978, 1983, 1988, Fuller and Keith 1980, Bergemd et al. 1984, Edmonds and 

Bloomfield 1984, Johnson 1985, Edmonds 1988, Seip 1992). Lineat corridors may 

provide increased access for hunters into caribou range, thereby inmeasing legai and 

illegal hunting pressure. It has been hypothesizeâ that linear corridors may also affect 

wolf-prey dynamics (Bergemd a al. 1984, Edrnonds and Bloomfield 1 984). Wolves 

are often reporteci to be less abundant in areas with many roads (l'hie1 1985, Jensen et 

al. 1986, Mech et al. 1988, Fuller 1989, Fuller et al. 1992); however, roads and other 

comdors that receive little human use may be attraaive to wolves as easy travel 

routes (Horejsi 1979, Edmonds and Bloomfield 1984, Eccles and Duncan 1986, 

Thurber et al. 1994). 

This chaper has mbmitkd for pibücation b tbc Jacrnil of Wddlift with Adam R 
C. James and A Kari SM-Smiîb as autbors 
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In northeastern Alberta, human W e s t  and wolfpredation accounted for 19% 

and 56% of caribou mortalities respectively between 199 1 and 1995 (Stuart-Smith et 

al. 1997). Caribou in this area predominantly inhabit large fen/bog complexes 

(Bradshaw et al. 1995, Stuart-Smith et al. 1997) and wolves are most commody 

found in surrounding welldrained habitats (Chapter 2). It has been suggested tfiat 

Iinear wmdors may provide wolves with increased access into caribou range 

(Bergenid et ai. 1984) and allow them to travel more quickiy tbrough their 

environment. Caribou populations an stable or deciining slowly in witheastern 

Alberta (Stuart-Smith et al. 1997); therefore, small changes in hunting or predation 

pressure may have a sigaincant effea on caribou population dynamics. 

To test the hypotheses thaî linear corridors .ff&ct the distribution of caribou 

and their risk of predation or being shot, we comparecl the distance from caribou 

telemetry locations and wolftelemetry kations to the nearest Linear comdor with the 

distance fYom randorn points to the nearest iinear comdor. We also compared the 

distances to linear wmdors between caribou mortalities and live caribou locations, 

and between wolf predation sites and woif locations. Our predictions were: 

i) Caribou locations are M e r  than random to iinear corridors. 

ii) Caribou mortality sites are closer than live caribou locations to linear 

comdors. 

iii) Wolf locations are closer than random to iinear comdors. 

iv) Wolf predation sites are closer than wolf locations to linear corridors. 

This project was conducteci as part of a long-term study of woodland caribou 

in northeastern Alberta, ongoing since 1991 (see Bradshaw 1994, Bradshaw et al. 

1995, Bradshaw et ai. 1997, 1998, Stuart-Smith et al. 1997). 
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STUDY AREA 

This study was conducted in northeastern Alberta, Canada (56" N, 112" W), 

encornpassing approximately 20,000 km2 of b o r d  mixed-wood and peatland 

vegetation. The Athabasca River flows through the rniddle of the study area Elevation 

varied fkom 500 to 700 m above sea level with little topographie relief Wetlands were 

dominated by black s p c e  (Piceu mariam) or blaclc sprue-tamarack (Lmn &aricim) 

fens and bogs; well-drained sites were dominated by aspen (PopuIus aemuIoirdes), 

white spruce (Picea giacu), a d  jack pine (Pims &adsiana)). See Bradshaw et al. 

(1 995) for a more detailed description of veg~tation in the study ares Caribou range 

polygons were dehed for the study area by Bradshaw (1994) based on caribou 

habitat selection and peatland habitat mapping Fig. 3.1). Maximum snow depths in 

the area did not exceed 60 cm during the study (E. Dais pers. corn.). 

METHODS 

As part of a long-tam study, 1 17 adult caribou were fitted with VHF radio- 

collars with mortalitty switches between 1991 and 1997 (Stuart-Smith et al. 1997). We 

attempted to capture animals throughout the study ami, prefgentafly selecthg 

females over males to oôtain information on reproduction and calf survival. Nmety- 

eight of these collars wae  active during this study (19941997). We loc8ted radio- 

collared individuals approximately every 2 waks by Befial telemetry and ncordec! the 

latitude and longitude of each location with a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit. 

GPS locations should be accurate to within lOOm (Wells 1986) and error associated 

with telemetry may d d  to the total location error. Howevcr, neither source oferror is 

directionally biased. We entered caribou locations (n = 2,6 16) into a Geographical 

Information System (GIS) for analysis and used the GIS to detemine the minimum 

convex polygon home range for each individual. Twenty-seven collared caribou died 

during the study. We classified the cause of each mortaiity as human (shot), predator, 

disedinjury, or unknown, based on remains and signs found near the radio-collar. 

We recorded a GPS location at each mortality site and entered these into the GIS. 
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Between 1994 and 1997, we placed VHF collan on 20 wolves nom 7 packs 

(Bourgoin, Upper, Joli, Iron, Grand, Crooked, and Horsetad) and on 3 loners. We 

located radio-collared wolves by aerial telemetry every 2-3 weeks and collected 

additional locations twice a day for 15 consecutive days during the winters of 19% 

and 1997 to locate wolf predation sites. When > 2 collareci individuals in the same 

pack were located together, we considerd this to be one location. Howeveq when 

individuals fiom the same pack were lacated a p q  we used eacb location. We 

recorded 592 wolf locations and used the GIS to detennine the minimum convex 

polygon home range for each pack. W e  had insufficient daîa fiom lone wolves to 

describe individual home ranges so we considercd ail loner locations together. We 

also used the GIS to detennine whether individual wolf locations fell within caribou 

range. We found 76 predation sites (18 moose, 20 deer, and 38 unknown) and 

recorded their location with a GPS. No identifiable caribou kill sites were found while 

Iocating wolves by aerial telemetry. 

Al1 of the iinear corridors within the study area in 1997 were digitized fiom 

aerial photos and entered into the OIS. The location error for the digital linear comdor 

data was approximately 50m (R Farries, Lorme1 Consultants7 persona1 

communication). We did not classify linear comdors into categories (e.g. road, 

pipeline, seismic line, etc.), however the majority (approximately 25,500 km) of linear 

comdors in the study ana were seismic lines trails, or pipeline right-of-ways. There 

were few grave1 roads and one paved road (approximately 1,350 km wmbined). 

We used the GIS to generate 10,000 random points within the study area, fkom 

which we detemiined a random set for each caribou and each wolf pack based on their 

minimum convex polygon home ranges. Each mdom set was idemified with a 

caribou collar number or pack number. The number of points in each random set was 

dependent on the home mge size and ranged fiom 62 to 1074 for caribou and tiom 

24 to 1039 for wolf packs. We determinecl the perpendicular distance of al1 locations 

and random points to the nearest linear comdor using the GIS. Using the 1997 

distribution of lincar corridors in our analyses reduces the power to detect clifferences 
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fiom random because we began collecting caribou and wolf locations in 1994 when 

some of the Iinear conidors may not have been present. This reduces the chances of 

detecting differences in the analyses described below, but does not introduce any 

directionai bias. 

W e  used a General Linear Model (GLM) to compare the distance to the 

nearest wmdor  between caribou locations and random points. We k l u d e d  collar 

number as a fixed factor in the GLM and explored a significant interaction between 

collar number and point type by ninning separate analyses for each collareci caribou. 

For each collar we calculated the difference between mean caribou distance to 

corridor and mean random distance to comdor. We used a t-test to test the nul1 

hypothesis that the average of these differences was equal to zero. We also repeated 

these analyses using only caribou locations and random points that fell within 

peatland types selected by caribou (Bmdshaw et al. 1995) to avoid any potentiai 

confounding effects of habitat seleaion, However, the distribution of linear comdors 

was not related to the distribution of fen/bog or weil-drained habitat types @yer in 

prep.). Additionaily, the density of linear comdors within fen/bog habitat wodd not 

allow the cornparison of distance to nearest corridor to be influenced by the 

distribution of corridors in well-drained habitat. An example of the distribution of 

iinear corridors, habitat types, and caribou locations is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

We used a GLM to compare the distance to nearest comdor among caribou 

mortalities and both ranciom points and live locations fiom ali caribou. Post hoc tests 

were complded using Least Significmt Diffkrence (LSD) if the assumption of equal 

variance was met, or Tamhane's T2 ifthe assumption wss not met. We rranilyzed the 

caribou mortalities to consider the cause of death. For wolf- and hwnan-caused 

rnortalities, we used the Wilcaxan paired-sample test to compare the distance to 

nearest wmdor  of each mortality location with the mean distance to nearest corridor 

of the Iive locations fiom the individual that died. 
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We conducted a similar cornparison of the distance to nearest comdor between 

wolf locations and random points. We suspected that the use of linear corridors might 

differ between wolf packs and between an individual's movements in caribou range 

(as described b y Brads haw 1 994) versus the welldrained matrix habitat. We included 

pack number and habitat (caribou range or well drained) as fixed factors in the GLM 

and explored a significant interaction between habitat and point type by running 

separate analyses for locations corn each habitat type. Within well-drained habitat we 

fuxther explored a significant interaction between pack number and point type by 

running separate analyses for each pack. 

We usexi a General Linear Model to compare the distance to nearest amidor 

among predation sites and both random points and wolf locations within caribou 

range. We included pack number as a k e d  factor. Post hoc tests w m  completed 

using LSD if the assumption of equal variana was met, or Tanhane's T2 if the 

assumption was not met. 

RESULTS 

Caribou Locations 

Men  comparing the distance of caribou locations and random points fiom 

linear conidors, we found a significant point type collar interaction (Fm-= 4.7, P C 

0.001) indicating that individual caribou responded differently to ünear corridors. Of 

the 98 caribou, 3 5 were significantly fUrther h m  linear corridors than were random 

points and 3 caribou were significantly closer (Fig. 3.3). The mean difference between 

the distance to the n w e s t  comdor fiom caribou locations and the distance t o  the 

nearea comdor from mdom points (106m) was significantly different than zero (T' = 

5.1, df = 97, P < 0.001). We found the same pattern when we used only caribou 

locations and random points that fell within the peaîland types selected by caribou. 

Caribou MortaIities 

The distance to linear comdors of caribou mortalities (n = 27) was not 

significsntly different than the distance to lincar corridors of random points o r  live 
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caribou locations. However, when we considered the cause of mortality we found that 

moflalities attributed to wolf predation (n = 5) were closer to linear comdors than 

were live caribou locations (mean difference = 3 1 dm, SE = 2 13 -2, T2 P = 0.03 5), but 

not significantly closer than randorn (mean diffcrence = 2 19m, SE = 2 1 3.8, T2 P = 

0.1 13). Human-caused mortalities (n = 5) were closer, but not significantly different 

than live caribou locations (mean difference = 174m, SE = 2 13.2, T2 P = 0-604) or 

random points (mean dïerence = 77x14 SE = 2 13.1, T2 P = 0.936). Two of the five 

human-caused mortalities were within 30m of a linear condor. When we compareci 

the distance of the mortality location and the iive l o ~ i o n s  for each inâividud, we 

found that al1 5 of the mortalities attributed to wolves were doser to linear comdors 

(Fig. 3.4), with a mean difference of 2O4m (Wiicoxon T- = O, = O, P = 0.05). 

Human-caused mortality sites were not significady different fkom individual live 

locations. 

Wolf Locations and M a t i o n  Sites 

When comparing wolf locations and random points we found a signincaat 

point type habitat interaction (FI,= 9.2, P = 0.002) indicating that the relationship 

between woiflocations and =dom points differed between habitat types. 

Within Caribou Rrmge: - Wolf locations were on average 134m closer to 

comdors than were random points (FI.,,= 9.3, P = 0.002). There was also a significant 

pack effect (F,,, = 5.7, P < 0.00 1) refiecting the different densities of linear comdors 

within each pack's territory Wolf l d o n s  were consistently closer than random to 

corridors in al1 pack territories Predation sites werc on average 55m closer to 

comdors than random points and 79m ftrther 6om hear  comdors than woif 

locations; however, neither of these differences were si@ ficant . 

Ouiside Caribou Runge:- We found a signifiant point type pack interaction 

(Fa= 5.8, P < 0.001) indicating that different packs responded diffkrently to linear 

comdors in outside caribou range. Three packs were significantly closer to &dors 

(Bourgoin [305m, Fm= 33.7, P c 0.001], Upper [731n, FI, = 4.8, P = 0.031, Cmked 
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[7 1, Flllr= 6.3, P = 0.01]), three packs (Iron, Grand, Joli) and loners were no different 

than random, and the Horsetaii pack did not have any outside caribou range. 

Table 3.1 summarites the distance relationships among telemehy locations 

and random points relative to linear corridors. 

Table 3.1. Distance relationships among telemetry locations and random 
points relative to linear comdors in northeastern Alberta, 1994- 
1997. 

i) Mean distance of collared caribou to corridon 528 m 
Mean distance 6om random points within caribou home ranges to 422 m 
comdors 

Caribou locations werr signiriuntiy further from corridors (P < 0.001) 

ii) Mean distance fiom caribou mortalities caused by wolves to 
conidors 193 m 

Mean distance fiom al1 live caribou locations to comdors 509 m 
Mean distance fiom live locations for caribou that were killed by 
wolves 411 m 

Wolf caused mortdities were signifiuntlg cioser to corridors tôan wem iU 
live caribou locations (P = 0.03s) or live loc.tions fmm caribou killed by 
woives (P = 0.M). 

iü)Mean distance of coliared wolves in caribou range to corridors 328 m 
Mean distance fiom random points within pack temitories to 
comdors in caribou range 462 m 

In caribou mnge, wolf locations w e n  significantly closer to corridors than 
were nndom points (P < 0.01). 

iv)Mean distance of collared wolves in caribou range to corridors 328 m 
Mean distance fkom wolf predation sites in caribou range to 
corridors 407 m 

In caribou range, wolf preârtion situ werc not signifiuntly doser to 
corridors than werc wdf locations. 
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DISCUSSION 

The general trend within the caribou population was towards avoidance of 

1 inear corridors. However, there was considerable individual variation in caribou 

distribution relative to Iinear comdors. Caribou rnay avoid comdors as a response to 

wolf ancilor human activity in these areas. Caribou that have had previous encounters 

dong conidors rnay avoid them as a leamed anti-predator stnüegy. Howevet, caribou 

rnay also be attracted to comdors with high quality forage and rnay also use comdon 

for ease of travel in areas where encounter rates with wolves and people are othefwise 

low. There is no evidence thaî habitat was a limiting fhctor for & b u  in this a ,  

However, given the large number of linear fatures within the region, even a smail 

level of avoidance rnay reduce the arnount of effective habitat avaiiable to caribou. 

The mean difference of 106m between caribou locations and random points multiplied 

by approximately 21,000 km of linear comdors within habi types selected by 

caribou would represent 2,226 of potentiai habitat l o s  caused by avoidance. This 

calculation is overly simplistic, but it illustrates that avoidance of otherwise good 

habitat mua be considmeci whcn asrssing cumulative effects of continuecl industrial 

expansion. 

Overall, caribou mortaiities appared to be randomly distributed with respect 

to linear comdors. However, predation-caused mortalities were closer to corridors 

than live locations of aii caribou. This suggests that caribou that occupied habitat near 

linear wrridors w a e  at higher nsk of predation than were caribou that lived nirther 

fiom comdors. It also appcared that an individual's nsk of predation increased with 

proximity to linear comdors. We expected that human-caused mortalities would also 

be closer to linear wrridors. The trend was in this direction (human causcd mortalities 

were on average 1 13m closer to corndors than expected by chance), however, a 

sample size of 5 was insufficient to show a signifiant diffaence. The lack of 

significance may also k a result of the effective range of modem firearms. Although 

a shooter rnay be on a linear corridor, the target c d d  be a considerable distance fiom 

the comdor and may mn an additional distance f ier k ing  shot. 
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Our wolf telem- data is consistent with past anecdotal evidence that wolves 

use linear comdon as easy travel routes in areas with limited human activity (Horejsi 

1979, Bergenid et al. 1984, Edrnonds and Bloomfield 1984, Eccles and Duncan 1986, 

Thurber et al. 1994). Wolf locations within caribou range were closer to comdors than 

were random points. This suggests a greater use of Linear comdors by wolves than 

expected by chance, and is consistent with the hypothesis that linear comdon provide 

wolves with increased access into caribou range (Bergemd a al. 1984, Stuart-Smith et 

al. 1997). However, these data do not show that wolves are going where they 

otherwise would not go. Locations fiom îbree of the packs were also closer to linear 

comdors within well-drained habitats. The Iron, Grand, and Joli packs showed no 

difference fkom random within well-drained sites. This may be because there were 

few linear corridors in well-drained sites within these pack's territaries. 

We expected wolf predation sites within caribou range to be closer to linear 

comdon than expected by chance. Although the diffmnces between wolf predation 

sites and random points or wolf locations were not statisticaily significant, the trend in 

these data (distance of wolf locations < predation sites < random) may reflect a 

difference between wolf-prey encounta locations and the final predation sites. 

Wolves rnay encounter prey close to linear comdon, but the predation site muid be 

fwther away after the chase. Although we did not find any caribou kill sites, these 

data and the caribou mortdities indicate that wolves are not just travelling through 

caribou range, but are hunting as weil. 
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Caribar Rang 

Figure 3.1: Location of study ara and caribou range within northeastem 
Alberta, 1994-97. 
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Figure 3.2: The distribution of linear corridors, habitat types (white = fen/bog, 
grey = well-drained), and caribou locations within 4200 km2 in 
northeastem Alberta, 1 994-97. 
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INDIVIDUAL CARIBOU 

Figure 3.3: Difference in mean distance to nearest comdor between random 
points and radio telemeûy locaîions for individual caribou in 
northeastem Alberta, 1994-97 (n = 98). Positive values are 
M e r  than random, negative values are closer than random 
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INDIVIDUAL CARIBOU MORTALIIES 

Figure 3.4: Difference between the distance of caribou mortaiity sites and the 
mean distance of live Iocations to nearest corridor for individual 
caribou that were killed by wolves in northeastern Alberta, 1994- 
97. Positive values are M e r  îhan Iive locations, negative values 
are closer. 



Chapter 4 

Wolf Use of Linear Corridors in Caribou Habitat as 
Revealed by Track Surveys and Global Positioning System 
coiiars3 

INTRODUCTION 

The creation of linear corridors (roads, seismic cutlines, pipeline nght-of- 

ways) associated wàh the continua1 expansion of industrial activities in remote areas 

has the potential to affect the distribution, movements, and population dynamics of 

many wildlife w i e s  (see Jalkotzy a al. 1997 for an extensive literature review). It 

has been hypothesized that linear comdors may affect wolf-prey dynamics by 

increasing the mobility of wolves (Bergerud a al. 1984, Edmonds and Bloomfield 

1984). Although wolves (Canis lupus) are ofkn less abundant in areas with high 

densities of roads (Thiel 1985, Jensen et al. 1986, Mech et al. 1988, Fuller 1989, 

Fuller et al. 1992), comdors that receive little human use may be attractive ta wolves 

as easy travel corridors (Horejsi 1979, Fritts and Mech 1981, Edmonds and 

Bloomfield 1984, Eccles and Duncan 1986, Th- et al. 1994). Spatial1 y explicit 

predator-prey models predict that increaseâ predator mobility wiil increase encounter 

rates and decreafe the stabiiity of predator-prey systems (McCauley a al. 1993). 

In northeastern Alberta, there is particular conam about the potential effect of 

linear corridors on the interaction between wolves and woodland caribou (Rongrier 

t a r d  caribou). Wolf predation is ofken cited as a main cause of caribou mortality 

(Bergenid 1 974, 1978, 1983, 1988, Fuller and Keith 1980, Bergerud et al. 1984, 

Edrnonds and Bloomfield 1984, Edmonds 1988, Seip 1992). Wolfpredation 

accounted for 56% of caribou mortalities in northeastem Aiberta between 1991 and 

1995, and caribou populations are stable or declining slowly in this area (Stuart-Smith 

et al. 1997). Therefore, even small changes in predation pressure may have a 

significant efféct on caribou population dynarnics. 
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Spatial separation from alternative prey (commonl y moose, Alces alces) rnay 

be an important anti-predator strategy of caribou (Bergemd 1974,1985, Bergenid a 
al. 1984, Bergemd and Elliot 1986, Bergenid and Page 1987, Ferguson et al. 1988, 

Fuller and Keith 198 1, Seip 1991, 1992). Caribou in northeastem Alberta 

predominantly inhabit large fedbog complexes (Bradshaw et al. 1995, Stuart-Smith et 

al. 1997) and wolves are most cummonly found in surrouhding upland habitats and 

well-drained river valleys (Chapter 2). Ahbough caribou and wolves appear oomewhat 

spatially separated, it has been suggested that linear comdon may provide wolves 

with increased accesr into caribou range (Bergcrud et ai. 1984). Thmfore, an hcrease 

in wolf mobility may have significant ramifications for caribou. Not oniy will 

encornter rate increase in areas whae caribou miginaily encountered wolves, but 

linear comdors may also reduce the effectiveness of spatial refuges for caribou. if 

wolves are able to îmvel long distances quicîùy through linear comdors, caribou thaî 

were once inaccessible may becorne much more susceptible to preâation. Although 

there has been considerable speculation about how comdors might affect the 

movement of wolves, there is Little scientific information available. 

Radio telemetry data f?om northeastern Alberta revealed that wolf locations 

within caribou range were closer to linear comdors than expected by chance (Chapter 

3). However, telernetry locations were insufficient to detertnine whether the use of 

linear comdors allowed an increase in wolf mobility. In thk paper we present location 

data, fkom GPS coliam deployed on wolves, which confirm the pattern seen in wolf 

telemetry data and indicate that wolves travel ber on lineau corridors than in the 

forest. 

This project was conducted as part of a long-tmn study of caribou in 

northeastern Alberta, ongoing since 1991 (sa Bdshaw 1994, Bndshaw et al. 1995, 

Bradshaw et al. 1997, 1998, Stuart-Smith et al. 1997, James and Stuart-Smith, in 

preparation). 
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STUDY AREA 

This study was wnducted in northeastem Alberta, Canada ( 5 6 O  N, 1 12O W), 

enwmpassing approxirnately 6,000 km2 of b o r d  mixed-wood and peatland 

vegetation. The Athabasca River flows through the middle of the study area Elevation 

varies between 500 and 700 m above sea level with little topographie variation. See 

Bradshaw et al. (1995) for a detailed description of vegetation in the study area. 

Caribou range polygons were defined for the study area by Braâshaw (1994) based on 

caribou habitat selection and peatland habitat mapping (Fig. 4.1). 

METHODS 

Track Data 

To obtain information about wolf behaviour around linear comdors within 

caribou range, we conducted aerial wolf tnck w e y s  dong traaKcts in forested 

habitat (Forest), along linear comdors with packed trails from skidoos or plowed 

roads (Packed LC) and along linear comdors with no snow compaction (Unpacked 

LC). During the winters of 1996 and 1997, we flew 92 tr8I1SeCts (3 1 Forest, 29 Packed 

LC, 32 Unpacked LC) in a Cessna 185 traveling at apprortimatdy 1 10- and 60m 

above ground level. The start and end points of the Foresâ truisects were chosen 

randomiy fiom easily visible landmarks. Packed and unpacked b e a r  w m d o n  were 

chosen randomly and naasects were flown between eady visible landmarks. 

Transects varied in length from 1.2krn to 8.4h (mean = 3.9km). Wolf tracks were 

diainguished fiom other tracks by their size and pattern. We flew surveys 3 to 4 days 

after fiesh snow and recorded the number of wolf tracks crossing the transect Born the 

forest (CFF), crouing the transecf on a another iinear comdor (CLC), intercepting the 

transect from the forest aud following it (ET), and the distance tracks followed the 

transect (D). We convened raw track counts to nwnber of tracks / km / day. To 

determine whether linear comdors infiuenced wolf movements, we tested the nul1 
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using the Kruskal-Wallis test and nonparametric Tukey-type multiple comparisons. 

We also compared the mean # Crossing From Forest and mean # Crossing on a Linear 

Corridor on al1 transects with the normal approximation to the Wilcoxon paired 

sample test. 

Global Positioning System (GPS) Data 
Seven wolfpacks are kwwa to ocaipy the study arca, b a d  on radio telemetry 

data collected between 1 994 and 1997 (Chapter 2). To collect detailed idormation on 

wolf movements, wolves were captured fi0111 thne of these packs (the Grande, 

Bourgoin and Upper packs) and fitted with Global Positioning System (GPS) collars. 

We used two Lotek Engineering Inc. GPS wllars capable of storing approximately 

1 O00 differentially correctable locations. The collars were prognunmed to take 

locations at time intends ranging fiom evey  hour to every 5 minutes and were 

expected to oollect locations for approximately 1 month before ninning out of storage 

capacity. These coUars did not contain hardware for remote data transfer, and 

therefore had to be retrieved tiom the field to obtain the location information. Remple 

and Rodgers (1997) determined the location error of similar Lotek h g .  Inc. GPS 

collars under different canopy conditions. They found that in Black sprue  forest the 

median location emor was 4 . h  for 3D differentiaily comected (3Ddin) locations and 

107.4m for 3D uncorrecteci locations (3D). We assumed that 3DdBand 3D wolf GPS 

locations within caribou range would have location erron similar to those reportai by 

Remple and Rodgers (1 997). We calculateci the location enors for 2D differentially 

conected locations (ZDdiff) b w d  on each location's horizontai dilution of prsision 

using Remple and Rodgers' (1997) predictive log-linear model. 

In February, 1996 we deployed one GPS collar on a wolf fiom the Grande pack 

and the other on a wolf from the Bourgoin pack. We retrieved both collars in March 

and retumed thern to Lotek Eng. Inc. to have the data extractecl and the collaro 

refùrbished. We deployed the same coUars again in Jmuary 1997 on a diffwent wolf 
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from the Bourgoin pack and a wolf from the Upper pack. We retrieved both collars in 

February and again retunied them to Lotek Eng. Inc. for data extraction. 

We used Lotek Eng. Inc. pst processing software to diffierentiall y correct al1 

locations possible. We could not correct çome locations because of différences in 

collar and basestation satellite information. We entered the location data into a 

Geographic Information System (GIS) and detamined the minimum cbnvex polygon 

home range for each individual. The GPS wllars collected a total of 2,707 locations. 

In this paper we examine only 3DdiK 2Ddiff and 3D locations within caribou range 

(as described by Bradshaw 1994) in the analyses (n = 335). 

Al1 of the Iinear corridors within the study area were digitized fiom aerial 

photos by Lorme1 Consuitants and entered into the GIS. The location emor for the 

digital linear comdor data is approxïmately 50m (R, Furies, Lorme1 Consultants, 

personal communication). Linear comdors were not classifieci into categories (e-g. 

road, pipeline, seismic line, etc.); however, approximately 95% of linear comdon in 

the area of the GPS locations were seismic lines or pipeline nght-of-ways witb an 

average width of 8 m and 15 rn respectively. We mapped sequential woif GPS 

locations and linear corridors in the GIS and 'Vollowed" individuals to look for 

evidence that wolf movements within caribou range were associated with linear 

comdors. 

We used the GIS to generate 3,275 random points within the study area, fiom 

which we detennined a random set for each GPS-collared wolf based on theu 

minimum convex polygon home range. Each =dom set wss identified with the 

corresponding wolf collar number. We determinad the perpendicular distance of 

random and wolf GPS locations to the nearest linear comdor. We comparecl the 

distance to nearest linear camdor of the wolf GPS locations to random points using a 

General Linear Mode1 (GLM) with collar number (individual) as a fixed factor. 
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To compare the speed of wolves on linear comdors and in the forest, we 

classified each location as on or off linear corridors based on their distance to the 

nearest comdor and the location error associated with each location and the digital 

map of linear corridors. We considered GPS locations to be on a linear comdor if the 

calculated distance to the nearest linear comdor was l e s  than or e q d  to the comdor 

Iocation error (Sm) + GPS location error (3Dd-i = 4m, 3D = 107m,2DdifF 

calculated). We determincd the average speed between locations using the straight- 

line distance and the time elapsed between locations. We assumed that a portion of the 

travel between a location on corridor and a location off was traveleû on the comdor 

(i-e. wolves did not leave the comdor immediately d e r  a location). Therefore, to 

d u c e  the likelihood of deîecting a difference we classified speeds calculated fiom 

points originating or ending on linear comdors as speed on corridor. We did not 

include the speed fiom l ~ o n s  that were more than 2 houn apart. We ai- removed 

one 2Wiff outlier fkom the d y s i s  because it had a horizontal dilution of precision 

of 28 1 and an estimated location crror of 387m. This datum wodd have been 

classified as on corridor with a speed of 106 kmlhr, t h d o n  its removd is 

conservative. Of the 335 locations within caribou range, 87 were classifieci as on and 

248 were classified as off comdors. 

Because locations were taken as 6equently as every 5 minutes, the GPS data 

categorized as on or off corridors are cleafly autocorrelated. TheMore, a GLM of 

these data is more likely to detect a clifference when there is not a tnie différence (type 

I error), which makes it a consenative tool to eliminate factors in the analysis that are 

not significant. W e  cornparcd wolf speed on and off corridors using a GLM with fix 

type (3Ddiff, 3D, or 2Ddiff) and collar (individual) as fixai -ors to determine if 

these factors were important. To test the hypothesis that wolf speed was greater on 

than off comdors, we used a resampling technique to d d  with the autocorrelated 

data We used Resampling Stats 4.1 software (Resarnpling Stats Inc., Arlington, 

Viginia, USA) to sample with replacement 87 data points from the speed on corridor 

data set and 248 data points fiom the speed off comdor set. The sohare calculateci 

the mean for each sarnple and the diffbncc betwecn the two means (on minus off). 
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This procedure was repeated 10,000 times and the grand means of the mean speed on 

and mean speed off and the mean difference (on minus off) were calcufated. 

Ifthere was no difference in speed on and off wmdors, then the mean 

difference (on minus off) should be quai to O. W e  combined the speed on comdor 

and the speeâ off comdor data and resampled from the pooled set. We randordy 

selected (with replacement) groups of 87 and 248 datri points, calculateci the mean for 

each group, and determined the diffaence between means. This procedure was 

repeated 10,000 times to generate a fiequcncy distribution of the diffkrence baween 

means- We used this distribution to estimate the probsbility of obtaining a mean 

difference as great or p a t e r  than that observed. 

RESULTS 

Tmck Data 

The number of trsclcs Crossing From Forest/km/day were not dinérent 

between forest, packed LC and unpackcd LC transects (H, = 3.11, P = 0.21 1). 

The number of tracks Intercepting From Forest/km/day were different among 

forest, packed LC and unpacked LC transects (H, = 7.04, P = 0.03). There were no 

Intercepting From Forest tracks observed on forest transects. The number of tracks 

Intercepting From Forest /km/day was higher on packed LC (Q = 4.2, P < 0.001) and 

unpacked LC transects (Q = 3.05, P < 0.01) than on forest ttansects. There was no 

dserence in tracks Interceping From Forest M d a y  between packed LC and 

unpacked LC transects (Q = 0.49, p > 0.5). 

The distance wolves traveled was différent among forest, packed LC and 

unpacked LC transects (H, = 8.1, P = 0.01 7). Wolves traveled M e r  on packed LC 

(Q = 4.5, P < 0.001) and unpacked LC (Q = 3. 5, P < 0.002) than on forest 

transects. There was no diffamce in the distance traveled on packed LC and 

unpacked LC transects (Q = 0.94, p > 0.5). 
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There was no detectable difference in the number of tracks Crossing From 

Forestkmldday and the number of tracks Crossing on a Linear Ccorridor/km/day (Z = - 
0.89, P = 0.374). 

Global Positioning System (GE) Data 

Mapping sequential wolf locations and linear comdon proMded daailed 

information on wolf movements. There were few instances in which multiple 

consecutive locations were obscrved in caribou range. The majority of locations 

within caribou range appeared ta  be bnef forays fiom the welldrained river valley. 

However, the GPS locations did r e v d  evidence of wolfuse of linear corridors (Fig. 

4.2). 

Distance to l inec~ cornriors: - Woif GPS Iodons were on average 81m 

closer to linear corridors than were d o m  points (F1.m = 4.83, P = 0.028). There 

was a significant collar effêct (F3,= = 6.21, P < 0.001) reflecting the different density 

of Linear corridors within each wolf s home range. The coilar &kt is uniikely to 

represent a difference in response b e e n  individuais because the poim type * d a r  

interaction was not significant. 

W o l f p e d  on and MIinear c-dm: - Eighty-seven out of 335 locations 

(26%) were classi fied as being on a linear corridor. Fk type (3DdifF, 3D. 2Ddin) and 

collar (individual) were not signifiant M o r s  in the GLM of the speed datr 

Resampling produced a grand mesn for speed on linau comdors of 1.4 hn/hr and a 

grand mean for speed off comdors of 0.5 Ian/hr- GPS collarad wolves traveled 2.8 

times faster on linear comdors than in the forest. The mean difkence between speed 

on and off corridors was 0.9 km/hr. Unda the nui1 hypothesis of no difference 

between speed on and off comdon, resarnpling produced a mean difference 0.9 kmhr 

twice out of 10,000 iterations. Therefore, the estimateci probability t .  the doifference 

found came fiom a population of data with a mean différence of O is 0.0002. 
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DISCUSSION 

Our wolf track data were consistent with previous anecdotai evidence that 

wolves use roads and other comdors as easy travel routes in areas with limited human 

activity (Horejsi 1979, Bergenid al. 1984, Edmonds and Bloomfield 1984, Eccles 

and Duncan 1986, Thurber et al. 1994). Wolf tracks only intercepteci and followed 

linear comdors. Interestin&, there was no ciifkence in the number of tracks 

intercepting and following fiom the forest or distance traveled between packed LC 

and unpacked LC, suggesting that it was not solely the ease of travel that influences 

wolf movements on ljnear corridors. We suspect that upon encomtering a linear 

corridor, the visual stimulus of k i n g  able to see a long distance may have influenced 

a wolf s decision to change direction and follow the corridor. However, more 

behavioural research is needed to assess this hypothesis. Because the area of 

intersection between transects and crossing linear corridors was a srnalt fiaction of the 

transects, the lack of diffaence between wolf tracks crossing fkom the forest and 

crossing on a lin- comdor indicated a greater use of linear comdors than expected 

by chance. 

Wolf GPS locations were closer to linear comdors than were random points, 

also suggesting greater wolf use of corridors than expected by chance. Radio- 

telemetry locations fiom seven packs within the same study area showed a sirnilar 

difference (1 34m closer to comdors) fiom random points (Chapter 3). Chapter 3 also 

showed that aithough there was considerable individual variation, there was a generd 

avoidance of Linear comdors by caribou, and caribou mortaihies amibuted to wolf 

predation were closer to corridors than were live locations. 

The creation of linear corndon may cause increased caribou mortality by 

facilitating wolf movernents. Our GPS collareci wolves traveled more than twice as 

fast on linear comdors than in the forest (ave. speed on corridor = 1.4km/hr, ave. 

speed in forest = O.Skm/hr). Wolves in Poland have also been found to travel 

significantly faster on trails, roads, and fiozen rivers than in the forest (Musiani et al. 

1998). Wolf predation site data h m  our study area showed that wolves were hunting 
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while on the move in caribou range and kills were closer to conidors than expected by 

chance (James and Stuart-Smith, in preparation). An increase in search rate should 

cause a corresponding increase in encounter rate- If we assume that al1 locations 

classified as on a comdor (26%) were indeed on a corridor, then because wolves 

traveled 2.8 times fàster on corridors, the potential increast in encounter rate could be 

as much as 72.8% of the encounter rate in the absence of comdors (0.26 X 2.8 = 

0.728; assuming a lima. relationship between search rate and encounter rate). 

However, our methodology wu biased towards classifjring locations as on corridor, 

therefore the a d  increase in enCounter rate is probably less than the 72.8% 

calculatecl above. These data only demonstraîed an increased s p a d  during winter. It is 

unknown if wolves travel faster on corridors during the summer; therefore, it is 

difficult to predict what the potential increase in annual caribou mortalities would be. 

It is possible that the wolves' speed was the sarne in the forest as it was on 

comdors, but the 'directness' of travel was different. However, recent hdings fiom 

Europe suggest that araight-line distances betwan telemetry locations coilested at 

15-minute intewals approximate the the distance traveled by wolves (Musiani a ai. 

1998). Based on straight-line distances betwccn consecutive locations at longer 

intervals, linear movements on a corridor could appear fister than convoluteci 

movements in the forest. If this is the case, increased penetration by wolves into 

caribou range may be an important consequence of Iinear corridors. Caribou in 

northeastern Alberta appear to avoid fen-upland boundaries (Stuart-Smith et al. 1997), 

possibly as a strategy to spatiaily separate themselve from moose and wolves. Lineu 

corridors rnay provide more direct aocess and dlow wolves to penetrate further into 

caribou range (Bergerud n ai. 1984, Stuart-Smith et al. 1997). 
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Figure 4.1 : Location of study area and caribou range within northeastern 
Alberta, Canada, 1996-97. 
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nonh-eastem Aberta, Canada, 26 Feb. 1996 illustrating wolf use 
of Iinear comdors. Dots represent wolf locations and lines 
represent Iinear comdors. Locations begin at 053 Ohrs (centre 
right) and end 2330hrs (bottom lefl). 



Chapter 5 

General Discussion 

EXPERtMENTAL DESIGN 

1 believe the research results presented in chapters 2, 3 and 4 provide strong 

evidence that industrial development hias the potential to affect caribou populations by 

altering their prey-predator relationship with wolves. The design of this research 

evolved considerably over the course of the study. My original intentions were to 

assess the Spatial Separation Hypothesis by using spatial statistics to measure the 

spatial separation between species, and determine the effêct on predation pressure by 

comparing caribou survival rates betwm a very large fen/bog complex and a much 

smailer one swounded by good moose habitat. It becarne clear fkirly early in the 

study that the use of spatial statistics on the telemetry point patterns would be 

confounded by differences in (1) the extem of collar distribution for each species, (2) 

the proportion of coliared individuals of each species and (3) the number of telemetry 

locations for collareci individuals. These diffaences among the telemetry point 

patterns of each species would have made the results of nearest neighbor or 

tessellation analyses M l y  meaningiess unless large amounts of data were 

discarded or ignoreci. Aithough it would have been nice to have a hard numerical 

measmement of the spatial separation between species, 1 believe the argument that 

spatial separation occurred because of selection for different habitai types that were 

themselves spatially separated is equally convincing. 

The area in which wolves were collareci was originally chosen as a natural 

experiment to compare pdation rates between the large Wabasca caribou range and 

the long, thin Agnes range. The prediction was that predation on caribou would be 

higher in the Agnes range because caribou are on average closer to good maose 

habitat than thor  in the Wabasca range are. However, after shidying the system 1 

realized that this was a weak prediction The Agnes range and other s d l  wetlands 

appear to be large mou& to provide a 1- a partial refûge for caribou given the 

tight association ôetween wolves and well-drained habitat. This prediction was 
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possible under the Spatial Separation Hypothesis, but it was not a necessary outcorne. 

1 think the cornparison of Survival and distance to well-drained habitat was a more 

appropriate test 

One criticism of the experimental design 1 used to evaiuate the Spatial 

S e p a d o n  Hypothesis is that is does not provide any information on the uhimate 

reason why caribou show selection for fedbog complexes. Do caribou occupy 

peadands as a srrategy to avoid predation or because they prefer to forage on the 

lichens found in these areas? Would caribou occupy well-drained habitats in the 

absence of wolves, or would thgr be excluded by cornpetition with other ungulates? 

These are interesting questions and they could potentially be answered through Iarge- 

scale manipulations of wolf and moose populations. Howcver, regardes  of why 

caribou in northeastem Alberta select fedbog habitat, this selection reduces the level 

of predation they experience. 1 believe it is this proximate result of habitat use on the 

level of predation experienced by caribou populations thai is of primary concem for 

their conservation, 

The experimental design used to evaluate the potentiai eff' of lin= comdors 

on wolf-caribou interactions remained relatively unchangecl f?om its original fom 

However, in hindsight 1 would have put more &or& into evaluating woifuse of 

corridors during summer. Wolfuse of linear comdors has typically been considered a 

winter problem on comdors with packed 6 1 s .  In Chapter 4,1 was unable to detect a 

difference in the use of packed versus unpacked camdors. This raises the question 

whether wolves use linear corridors in a similar fiishion in summer. 1 expect they do, 

although their movements may be restricted to areas around den sites during spring. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

The Northeast Region Standing Cornmittee on Woodland Caribou research 

subcommittee, now the Bord Caribou Research Program has ben, very successfbl in 

generating fbnds for caribou research. The Ieveraging of fiinds fkom many companies 
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and govemment has achieved a research program that would be mattainable by 

individual companies or govemment alone. The research partnership between 

indu% governent  and the University of Alberta has provided exceptional training 

opportunities for graduate students and has gone a long way towards developing 

innovative solutions to the problems identifieci- 

Although the research effort has been very successfbl to date, there is still 

much to be leamed. The 1995 fire at Miriana Mes, Alberta has provided an 

excellent opportunity to monitor the long-ttm changes in caribou, moose and wolf 

populations d e r  disturbance. Several caribou were wllared in the area before the fire, 

providing pre-disturbance information on habitat use and spatial distribution. 

Monitoring the changes that ocw .tta the fire would provide valuable information to 

help predia the effefts of jogging operations in and near caribou ranges. It would aloo 

be interesting to study wolf rnovernents in summer with GPS collars to look at pack 

dynamics during denning. Are al1 pack members f o n d  near the den site or do non- 

breaders still travef into peatlands on linear corridors? It would be valuable to 

compare caribou survivai rates among caribou ranges with different densities of linear 

corridors. This correlative approach may be sbmewhat weak on its own because of the 

limited number of distinct ranges and other p o t d a 1  diffaences between the mea. 

However, the correlation would be usefiil to corroborate the resuhs of Chapters 3 and 

4 .1  believe that another important next step is to compare wolf use of different types 

of linear comdors, particularly between traditional seismic lines and new low impact 

and heli-portable seismic operations 

Future research should also focus on evaluating the cumulative effects of 

industrial development. The avoidance of linear comdors by caribou (Chapter 3) 

illustrates the potential for effective habitat lors that is greaterthn the physical 

disturbance of an industrial development. It will be important to detamine what types 

of industrial developments caribou avoid and whether caribou will habituate to these 

developments o v a  the. 1 thinlr partiailar attention should be paid to the development 
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and extraction of heavy oil deposits. Heavy oit will make up an increasing proportion 

of oïl production in Alberta. It requires intensive development, large infiastructure, 

and currently can not be produced remotely. The many roads needed to truck oil from 

these wells may affect caribou directly by reducing the availability of effective habitat 

and indirectly by compromising their ability to avoid wolfpredation Large road 

networks may also change water movements within peatland complexes, which could 

greatly alter the vegetation. 

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

Because caribou in northeastern Alberta may already be declining slowly 

(Stuart-Smith et al. 1997), 1 recommend a conservative approach to timber planning 

around f e h g  complexes occupied by caribou. 1 recommend that areas on the 

periphery of caribou range be harvested a -  a conservative rate. It would be unwise to 

harvest a Iarge proportion of the area surrounding a given caribou range in a short 

time h e .  Harvesting larger, more concentrateci blocks may reduce the potential for 

moose to increase by reducing the interspersion of forage and cover. Such a 

harvesting pattern would be consistent with the use of natural disturbance patterns in 

design of W e s t  plans (Huntcr 1993). Because of the low proôability of caribou 

recolonizing areas a f k  extirpation, hprvesting planning should consider al1 caribou 

ranges at al1 times. 

Wildlife managers may be able to maintain existing moose densities through 

careful monitoring of moose and liberalized hunting regulations. In Ontario, moose 

densities i n c r d  afker disturbanc~ ftom logging and fire in areas with limiteci access 

to hunters, but not in areas easily accessible to hunters (Remple et al 1997). However, 

current management practices in Alberta attempt to minimize the development of road 

access into and near caribou range to ümit the potentiai inaease in human harvest of 

caribou. It witl be difficult for managers to assess the tradeo& baween iacreased 

access allowing the harvest of moose versus caribou until better information is 

available on human-caused mortality to caribou. There is also societal pressure on 
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wildlife managers to increase the population of moose for subsistence and recreational 

hunting. It will be difficult to balance the desire to conserve caribou with the desire 

for increased moose populations, and moose population management through hunting 

regulations may be insufficient to prevent an increase in predation pressure on 

caribou. 

Caribou and wolf locations were not random with respect to linear comdors. 

On average caribou locations were fiirther fiom comdors than expecceed by chance. 

This avoidance may wntribute to effkctive habitat loss fiom industrial development 

that is considerably greater than the area disturbed. Attempts to assess the cumulative 

effects of continued industrial expansion shouid include estimates of habitat lost due 

to avoidance. Evduation of future developments should also consider the potentid 

increase in predation pressure resulting fiom wolf use of iinear corridors. Wolf-caused 

mortalities were closer to linear comdon thn live caribou locations, indicating that 

caribou that are closer to linear corridors are at higher risk of predation. Lin- 

comdors may increase wolf predation efficiency by increasing their search rate and 

may provide greater access into caribou range. Therefore, increased industriai activity 

in caribou range wuid have a si@caut &ect on caribou population dynamics by 

increasing predation unless the development of new corridors is minimized. Remote 

production of wells, heli-portable seismic operations, wmplae roll-back of trees and 

debris ont0 new pipeline rightof-ways, and reclamation/replanting or obstruction of 

unused or unnecessary comdors may help to reduce the total impact of industrial 

operations on caribou populations. 

Wolf control has also k e n  suggested as management twl to mitigate the 

increases in wolf predation caused by industrial development. Howewr, there is 

strong public opposition to using wolf control without first doing evmhing possible 

to d u c e  the effects of human activities. For this reason, wolf wntrol is not a viable 

option at this time. 
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Impiementing these recommendations will only be effective if there is a 

cornmitment to caribou conservation fiom the goveniment and people of Alberta It 

appears that there is cumntly a lack of political will in Alberta to support the 

conservation of  caribou i f  it means slowing the rate of natural resource extraction in 

the province. Many of the industrial members of NERSC have made a genuine effort 

to reduce the effects of their activities on caribou. However, the economic realities of 

a highly cornpetitive Uidunry and fluctuations in the price of peaoleum products often 

force companies to challenge land use guidelines designeci to protea m i u .  In the 

past guidelines have b a n  whittled away based on a lack of scientific data or 

inadequate support fiom senior government staff. Many members of oil and gas 

wmpanies have admitted that ecowrnics and cornpetition force tban to k a sûongiy 

cornpliance-driven industry. 1 believe the success of caribou consenation will be 

determineci only partly by how much we learn about tbem, but mostly by the 

willingness of Albertans to limit the rate of; andor change the methods used for 

resource developmeat in and near caribou range. 
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